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I Should Have Been A Tsin-Tsi For You
Mew

SONG: I should have been a Tsin-Tsi for you 
ARTIST: Mew 
ALBUM: Half the World is Watching Me 
TABBED BY: Alexander Jaritz 
EMAIL: alex.jaritz@gmx.at

This is my first Tab, but I think it s quite good. *g* 
This is the Tab for the Half the World Is Watching Me Version, not for the
Triumph For
Man Version, which is a little bit different. 

CAPO 9th Fret!! 

Asus2: 002230 
 Dmaj: 000232 
Cadd9: 03203(3) 
 G/F#: 20003(3) 
  Em7: 02203(3) 
    G: 32003(3) 
 Gmaj: 30003(3) 

The () means you can play that string, but don t have to. 

VERSE 1 

Asus2               Dmaj        Cadd9        G/F# 
             When I call you up always think twice. 
             I ve been gathering the eminent flies. 
             There are times when I call you up twice. 
             No more saying what with all of your ties. 

CHORUS 

Em7                   G/F#         G 
I should have been a tsin-tsi for you. 
I should have been a tsin-tsi for you. 
I should have been a tsin-tsi for you. 
I should have been a tsin-tsi for you. 

SOLO (Use the chords of the verse over the solo) 

Guitar 2 (also Capo 9th fret) plays this twice: 
|------------------------------------------------------| 
|--------------3--3--------------------3--3--3--3------| 
|--------2--0-------2--0---------2--0-------------2--0-| 
|--2--2--------------------2--2------------------------| 
|------------------------------------------------------| 



|------------------------------------------------------| 

CHORUS 

Em7                   G/F#         G 
I should have been a tsin-tsi for you. 
I should have been a tsin-tsi for you. 
I should have been a tsin-tsi for you. 
I should have been a tsin-tsi for you. 

VERSE 2 

Asus2               Dmaj        Cadd9        G/F# 
            When I call you up always think twice. 
            I ve been gathering the eminent flies. 
          
BRIDGE 

Em7, Cadd9, Gmaj, G/F# 

CHORUS 

Em7                   G/F#         G 
I should have been a tsin-tsi for you. 
I should have been a tsin-tsi for you. 

Em7                   G/F#     Cadd9 
You know it s inside you 
 cause you should have been a Tsin-tsi to you.


